money,” said Senate Parliamentarian Silvio Tavares during deDaily Editorial Board
bate over the proposal.
The TCUJ last night approved
“We have to make a judgea proposal that will provide a ment call on whether they are
structure for the re-recognition worthy of being an organization,”
of student organizations.The new said Allen.
process will weed out organizaOrganizations slated for retions that do not comply with view by the Judiciary will be
specific requirements outlined by brought before a re-recognition
the Judiciary and organizations subcommittee. Three subcommitwhich, for other reasons, are tees will handle the re-recognideemed worthy of review.
tion of the approximately 150
According to the proposal, student organizations on campus.
organizations will be required to The seven Judiciary
keep a list of officers, the names members will make up the subof at least 15 members, and a committees.
summary and written documenThe subcommittees will retation of the previous year’s ac- view the information provided
tivities. Organizations unable to by the organizations with their
provide this material will be original charters. “If there are
subject to review by the Judici- inconsistenciesbetween the two,
ary. In addition,the Judiciary will the subcommittee will suggest
reserve the right to review an this organization go up for a reorganizationat any point in time, recognitions hearing,” it stated.
for any reason.
A re-recognitionhearing will
The proposal, written by Judi- be held by the re-recognitions
ciary members Jeff Allen and chair and a member of the subDiane Long, is an initiative that committee which originally rebegan early this year to create a viewed the organization.
structure for the re-recognition
Those organizations which
of student organizations.
have less than 15 members or do
“Its very important that we not otherwise comply with the
establish this re-recognition Judiciary’s rules will not necescommittee because a lot of or- sarily be forced to undergo a reganizations are slipping by and recognition hearing. During dethe Senate has to give them bate, the Judiciary members cited

by DAVID SPIELMAN
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rules on student organizations,
namely thatall organizations must
have and abide by aconstitution;
that all organizationsmust have
15 members, “unless otherwise
approved by the TCUJ”; that
organizations must have written
documentationof attendanceand
activities,to which the Judiciary
will have access; and that the
aforementioned information from
the last date of registration must
be given to the Judiciary upon reregistration.
In addition, a by-law was
passed and added to the Judiciary’s regulations which restates
the third point mentioned above.
The 15 member quota and required constitution are already
part of the Judiciary’s by-laws.
“They need to be responsible
for their charter,” said Long on
the onset of discussion over the
proposal.
Immediately following
- the

see RULES, page 14

Onlookers crowd around the damaged headquarteri of
FENASTRAS in San Salvador, which was the target of a bomb
attack yesterday. Eight people were killed and 30 others injured
in the explosion.

Tufts graduate hurt
in El Salvador blast
by SCOTT DAMELIN and
DAVID SPIELMAN
Daily Editorial Board

a-s,

a
fightsorganization, according to Associated
Press reports.
The Associatedhess reuorted
that the bomb apparentl; was
thrown from a passing vehicle.
The earlier bomb attack was at
the downtown headquarters of
Comadres, a group made up of
the mothers of “disappeared
people” and political prisoners.
Four people were injured in that
attack, including one U.S. citizen.
Anner had been arrested in

A bomb explosion destroyed a
leftist union building in the capital of El Salvadoryesterday, killing eight people and wounding at
least 30, including 1986 Tufts
graduate Mark Anner. Brenda
Hubbard, another American citizen, was also injured in the blast.
The explosion rocked the
National Federation of Salvadomn
Workers (FENASTRAS) union
hall at 12:30 p.m., hours after a
bombing at the offices of see GRADUATE, Page 13
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Student organization
New director selected for Center
forms for open thought for Environmental Management
by JAMIE BRONSTEIN

by SCOTT DAMELIN

Daily StaffWriter

Daily Editorial Board

The Tufts Organization for
Open Thought, an organization
designed to promote the free
exchange of ideas without the
burden of labels, was recently
formed by seniors David Beck
and Dave Russman.
Beck and Russman explained
that they detected the absence of
a h e , continuous public forum
on campus that enables students
to be open about issues without
being labelled.
TOOT is now attempting to
gain recognition by the Tufts Community Union Senate.
“This is a discussion group
for people who are willing to listen to others and say what they
have to say. I don’t think there’s
much of an atmosphere here to
say things without attractingridicule and letters to the editor, and
without affiliating with a certain
group. Some people don’t want
to be identified as a particular

Dr. William R. Moomaw,
currently the director of the Climate, Energy and Pollution Program at the World Resources
InstituteinWashington,D.C., has
been selected as the new director
for the Tufts Center for Environmental Management, according
to Dean of Environmental Programs Anthony Cortese.
Cortese, the outgoing center
director, said that Moomaw is

1
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hundred letters were sent to individuals in government, industry
and environmental groups soliciting suggestions on candidates
for the post.
He said that a 15person search
committee comprised of administrators, deans, department chairs
and CEM staff staffers reviewed
the 100 applicationsreceived by
the center. The list of 100 was
narrowed down to 20 after background reviews, and then seven
candidates were invited to Tufts
for interviews and presentations.
Cortese said the list was then
narrowed to three final candidates
for the directorship who were then
brought back for another interview and seminar. He said that
informalmeetingswere held with
other faculty members, as well as
Provost Sol Gittleman.
.
“The unique combination of
resources at CEM and at Tufts -of being able to work on science,
technolow and mlicva and to work
closely with corporations and
governmentagencies -- provides
a way of figuring out solutions
and getting them out into the
marketplace of ideas in a very
efficient manner,” Moomaw
stated in a press release.
prior to his position at the World
Resources Institute,Moomaw was
the Fitch Professor of Chemistry
and Environmental Studies and
Director of the Center of Environmental Studies at Williams
College.
In 1983 he received the Most
OutstandingTeacher Award from
the graduating class at Williams
College.
Among a number of visiting
“d

D@ffikPhoro

TOOT has appeared on cam.
pus at a time when discussionso
student narrow-mindedness an(
changing the curriculumto avoic
parochialism have come to tht

Anthony cortese
,.
slated to begin his duties on Nov.
20. Moomaw is also currently
chairing the American Chemical
SocietyTaskforceonBiotechnology and Toxic Substances.
“What Bill brings is an outstanding academic background
focused on basic science and
environmental studies, but he also
has vast experienceworking with
government, industry and environmental groups,” he said.
Cortese said that the open
position was advertised in the New
York Times, the Boston Globe,
the Chronicle of Higher Education and Science Magazine. One

K

professorships, he served a three
month period in 1983in the laboratory of Tufts University Chemistry Professor Jonathan Kenny.
As an American Association
for the Advancement of Science
CongressionalScienceFellow, he
worked as a legislative assistant
for United States Senator Dale
Bumpers during 1975 to 1976.
Moomaw then continuedto work
for Bumpers as a legislative consultant from 1976 to 1983.
He received his bachelor of
arts degr& cum laude in chemistry fiom Williams College in 1959
and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa,
He received his doctorate in
physical chemistry from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1965.
Among his professional activities, Moomaw has served on the
editorial boards of Global Climate Change Digest and Intemational Environmental Affairs.
Since 1982,he has been the chair
of the American Chemical Society Substance Control Act Task
Force, and since 1983he has beer
a member of the society’s Sub
committee on Regulatory Prac
tices. In 1985 he organized tht
fist meeting of the Northeasten
Directorsof EnvironmentalStud.
ies.
CEM, located in Curtis Hall
is a multidisciplinary research
education and policy center thai
is an independent unit of tht
University. Its long-range goal:
involve finding solutions to tht
problems of hazardous wastes anc
toxic substances in the environ.

see MOOMAW, page 11

Letters

Blue Jeans Day:
An emotional
education
To the Editor:
This letter is addressed to the
Tufts Community concerning Blue
Jeans Day. For those unfamiliar
with Blue Jeans Day, a quick
explanation is in order. Blue Jeans
Day is anarbitrarily setday where
postersare put up all over campus
announcing that anyone wearing
blue jeans that day is gay. It’s that
simple.The reasons for this event
are not so simple.
TLGBC has received complaints in the past about Blue
Jeans Day as to the purpose of the
event and what it accomplishes.
This letter is being written to
address those concerns.
Blue Jeans Day is an educational tool. It is meant to educate
the Tufts campus about ingrained
homophobia.As educated adults,
we learn or are taught to internalize and intellectualize our sexism, racism and homophobia. We
can talk and theorize about our
internalized prejudices. However,
those of us who experience these
“-isms” rarely do so at all intellectual manner as much as an
emotional one. We are hurt inside, in ways we can’t intellectualize or even always express,
except through our feelings. Thus
Blue Jeans Day is meant to address homophobia at a gut level,
an emotional level that all the
talking and rationalizing can’t
touch.
When students walk out the
door of their dorm or house or
when they walk onto campus and
see a sign telling them that they
are gay because they are wearing
jeans, they must make an instant,
split-second decision. You must
decide right then and there: are
they going to go back and change
or are they going to go through
the day being gay (or suspected
of it anyway)? No talking, no
mind games, no theorizing, no
rationalizing.They must make a
gut level, snap decision and live
with the consequences later. If
they decide to change because
they don’t want anyone to think
they are gay (whether they are or
not), then they should think about
why, why should they care if other
people think they’re gay, especially for no other reason than the
fact that they’re wearing jeans?
Why do they feel that gay is such
a bad thing that they cannot afford to be labelled, even when a
thousand other people, many of
whom are not gay, are also being
labelled?
Should they decide to continue
to wear jeans throughout the day,
then they may be in for a slightly
differentsort of gut level education. How does it make them feel
to be labelledgay, no matter what
their sexual orientation is? How
does it feel to have people, maybe
even people they know, give them
strange looks or comments? How
does it make them feel to have
someone come up to them and
say, “You’re wearing jeans, does
that mean you’re gay?,’ ’possibly
in a derogatory manner? What
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would they answer? Maybe Someone might even call them a faggot, dyke or queer. How do they
feel having to face other people’s
homophobia? What fear or discomfort do they have to overcome in that split second to be
willing to chance facing such
homophobia?
One way or another, they will
experience Something. They will
feel something. What we want to
accomplish with Blue Jeans day
is that they learn something. If
they can,they must try to accept
their gut-level reaction. They must
try to understand (but not necessarily rationalize) their feelings.
Don’t deny them. We are all
homophobic to some degree, gay
or straight.It is ingrainedin us by
society. What we want to achieve
through Blue Jeans Day is to make
people face that ingrainedfear all
hatred by hitting them with actions and decisions rather than
words.
We wish also to address a
concern which has been brought
up recently from supporters of
the gay community. We have heard
complaints from people who come
to campus, who commute, and
see the posters. Having not known
about the day in advance, they
are unable to returnhome to c h g e
intojeans and show their support.
While TLGBC appreciates support and displays of pride, that is
not what Blue Jeans Day is about.
The day is about education,rather
than support or even pride. We
have days for those things too. If
studentswish to show support for
the gay community, we have
buttons saying, “I Support Gay
Rights” and will gladly distribute them so anyonecan wear one.
If students want to show gay pride,
we have buttons for that too. If
nothing else, students can pin or
tape a sign to their pants, skirt or
whatever saying, “I’m wearing
jeans today.” That’s fine and
appreciated. However, please
understand what the real objective of the day is.
At some point in time, we will
have Blue Jeans Day. It may be
late in the month. It may be tomorrow. It may be next semester.
Even wedon’tknow yet,TLGBC
is not apologizing, nor are we
trying to prepare people, we are
simply explaining the purpose of
Blue Jeans Day to the students.
Now the ball is in their court and
they must deal with what happens.
Ellen Wong J’90
on behalf of The Tufts Lesbian,
Gay and Bisexual Community

Protesting
professor’s
animal
experimentation
To the Editor:
Klaus Mizcek, professor of
psychology at Tufts, received a
$182,523grant from the National
Institute of Health to study alcohol induced aggression on 24
squirrel monkeys, 1100 rats, and
1500mice. In these tests Mizcek
altersthe testosteronelevel of the
animals and force feeds them
alcohol. He observestheirbehavior and notes the change in aggressiveness. These experiments
are currently being done and are
similar to others he’s done in the
past. This sort of experimentation is objectionablebecause it is
difficult to extrapolate animal
behavior into human behavior and
much of the work is largely redundant.
We are unsure why Mizcek

needs to do further experiments.
It has already been well documented that alcohol affects aggressive behavior in animals. In
his own grant request,
(2ROlAA05122-07 NIH Grant),
he comments, “Reviews of the
voluminous literaturein this area
have consistentlynoted and critically examined the correlational
link between alcohol and a high
incidenceof violenceand aggression.” (p.20)
He confms what is already
common knowledge.
Mizcek also stated in his grant
request that “there are large individual differences in the effects
of alcohol on aggressive behavior in humans and in animals often with changes in opposite directions... The direction of the
effect of alcohol on aggression
depends on the dose of alcohol,
time since exposure, SPECIES,
and many other physiological,
environmental, and experiential
variables. With all of these interaction factors it is not surprising
that the many studies on alcohol
and aggressive behavior are replete with apparently contradictory findings and failure to confm.”(p.20)
He himself acknowledges the
difficulty in obtaining reliable
information from these experiments.
We appeal to the Tufts community to consider whether Mizcek
should be allowed to continue
this work. Besides the questionable human benefits, the difficulty in finding a correlation between human and animal behavior, and the question of whether
he has the right to do this work;
considerthe24 squirrelmonkeys,
1500mice,and llOOrats whoare
injected with testosterone,forcefed alcohol and monitored for
aggressive behavior.
Rachel Vile J’91
Kristina Hamel J’90

(Hamel and Vile are members of
the Animal Rights Movement.)

A strong athlete,
a strong article
To the Editor:
Congratulationsto Ted Lonergan on his stunning article,
“Brownies, fruit punch and lots
of goals, Aryn Landau is StudentAthlete of the week.” Rarely in
my four years at Tufts have I
come across an article that captured the spirit of the subject matter
as Ted Lonergan’s did. As a fellow teammate of Aryn’s, I can
attest that her motivation, sheer
love of the game, and pursuit of
excellence goes far beyond that
of any athlete I’ve ever played
with. It has been a pleasure playing on the same team as Aryn, as
she is truly an eloquent player as
well as an eloquent person.
Melissa Lowe J’90

Celebrating
Greek history
The newly formed Hellenic
Society of Tufts would like to
share an aspect of Greek culture
by bringing to attention a famous
day in modern Greek history: Oct.
28,1940 also, known as “0x1”
(“NO”) day. This was the day
when premier Ioannis Metaxas
unequivocally rejected Mussolini’s
ultimatum for war or surrender to
Italy, and Metaxas replied to the
Italian Minister Grazzi at 3 a.m.
see LETTERS, page 9
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Correction: The photos on yesterday’s Features page were inadvertently reversed. The photo appearing with the story “Have you
taken your professor to lunch today” was not of Senator Alexa
Leon-Prado, as the caption incorrectly stated, but of Professor
Judith Wechsler. The photo appearingwith the story, “Capturingart
on film,” was not of Professor Wechsler, as the caption incorrectly
stated. but of Senator Leon-Prado.

Bush, Gorbachev agree
to hold informal summit
WASHINGTON(AP)-- Presi- Gorbachev is to visit there from

dentBushannouncedTuesdayhe NOv. 29 to Dee. 1.
will hold a shipboard summit in
the Mediterranean with Soviet
Resident Mikhail S. Gorbachev
Dec. 2 and 3 “to put up our feet
and talk” informally prior to a
full-blown superpower meeting
next year.
Bush described the weekend
meeting as an open-ended discussion with no fixed agenda. He
said neither he nor Gorbachev
“anticipate that substantialdecisionsor agreementswill emerge”
on arms control or other matters.
The talks will take place on
US. and Soviet naval ships on
alternate days. The precise location was not announced,but a site
off Italy appeared likely since

Bush acknowledged he originally had opposed the concept of
‘ a get-acquainted session, favoring instead a well-planned meeting with assurances of concrete
results.
However, he decided that with
dramatic democratic changes
sweeping across Eastern Europe,
the leaders of the two superpowers “should deepen our understanding” of each other.
“I don’t want to have two
gigantic ships pass in the night
because of failed communication,” Bush said. “I just didn’t
want to -- in this time of dynamic
see SUMMIT, page 9
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For local tudents, Tufts becomes
both scary and fun on Halloween
1

by ALLYSON SPECTOR
Daily Staff Writer

Little ghosts and goblins
haunted a spooky Walnut Hill as
the third annual “Halloween on
the Hill” was held this Sunday.
Local children aged kindergarten
through second grade, disguised
in a variety of costumes, participated in all of the fun and terror
that the Tufts campus could provide for them. The students represented six Medford and Somerville elementary schools.
Over one hundred children
participated in the five Halloween activities. The uphill dorms
hosted the children in the afternoon. Houston Hall conducted
games such as Charades, 7 up,
and Simon Says, and candy and
prizes were dropped in all of the
open hick or treat bags. Carmichael
Hall had mask-making, with
materials donated by Health Services and Dining Services. A scary
haunted house, organized by freshman senator Randy Ravitz, terrorizedthe basement of Wren Hall.
Sophomore senator Stu Rosenberg, wielded carving knives,
showing kids how to create Jack

O’Lantemsin Miller Hall. Bamum would be fun to lead a group of

Hall housed the showing of Halloween cartoons. In addition, a
Tufts police officer and senior
senator Billy Jacobson demonstrated how to safely trick-or-treat.
The Tufts Community Union
Senate organized the program,
which was coordinated by two
senators, Robin Grossman and
Melissa Russo. In addition, there
were over forty Tufts student
volunteers involved in the event.
Russo congratulated the participants of the successful program. “It was very well organized; it went very smoothly. The
groups were small and well supervised; We tried to step-up security this year by having a policeman there. There were many
contributions from the university:
the police,the film services,Dining
Services, and Buildings and
Grounds. It really was a great
way to pull the community together, both the community and
the surroundingcommunity. It was
a good way to celebrate the holiday. ’’
Student volunteer sophomore
David Zaret said, “After seeing
Kids’ Day last year, I thought it
m

Forum to examine
curricular changes
by

BRoNSTEIN
Daily Staff Writer

students are willing to get up in
class and discuss issues that concern them. Drofessors can feel
threatened; defensive,or puzzled
when this occurs unexpectedly or
hampers completion of the day’s
syllabus. ‘‘This is areal symptom
of what you’ve been seeing nationwide,” she said.
Emotionally loaded topics often
arise unexpectedly from the course
materials, Chew said. For example,
a constitutional law class may
spark a heated discussion of affirmativeaction,orahistoryclass
engender an argument about the
U.S. in Vietnam. “This conference may give us a handle on that
kind of issue, how people have
dealt with such discussions successfully, and where people get
stuck. Our goal is to allow many
viewpoints to be heard in a way
which is not disruptive.’’
One example of a curriculum
change designed to broaden students’ perspectives is the introduction of a course on the history
of homosexuality throughout the
ages, which will be taught this
Spring by History Professor
Howard Solomon.
Although gay and lesbian history is a relatively new discipline, Barrett said that the study
of sexuality promises to be as
exciting an area for research, just
as Women’s Studies turned out to
be. She said she hopes students
will not be afraid to enroll.
“Looking at sexuality is a transformation as great as gender and
race in the ways we think -- asking people to include information
foreign to them may transform
the way they look at the world.”
Chew said that curriculum
change is not limited to humanities courses -- professors teaching science courses can also
broaden perspectives by encouraging discussion of topics peripheral to the body of “value free”
factual material. For example,

In light of recent campus discussion of institutionalizedracism
and curriculum changes at Tufts,
a symposium sponsored by the
Women’s Center may serve as a
valuable public forum to air these
issues, according to Coordinator
of Women’s Programs Peggy Barrett.
The two-day conference, which
begins Thursday night in Cabot
Auditorium, will feature professors from Tufts and other area
universities who will speak about
the ways their own academic
disciplines are changing, and the
way these changes should be reflected in the curriculum.
“There’s an increasing momentum on campus for including
the perspectives of people of different races and genders, sexualities and classes,” Barrett said.
“Many courses deal only with a
white, male, middle-class background. ’’
Panelists will also discuss the
extent to which certain curriculum changes are supported by
research and scholarship and
whether they have been accepted
by mainstream academe.
A third topic will be the
changed classroom dynamics
occasioned by introduction of these
topics. Professor Francie Chew
of the Biology Department, who
will serve on the classroom dynamics panel, said broadening
classroom discussion to include
more “human elements” can be
accomplished immediately,
whereas changing the curriculum
itself could take much longer.
“It‘s difficult to ask professors who revamp their curricula
on short notice -- there can be
some small changes made to increase student participation and
the richness of viewpoints discussed, independently of the syllabus,” Chew said.
Chew said although many see CHANGE, page 13

kids. I liked it because it was
constantly moving. The kids
seemed to enjoy the different
activities. It was good that the
activities were in different places.
Therefore, the kids did not gel
bored.’’
Freshman Holly Levin also
volunteered as a group leader. “I
did it because I love working with
kids. The kids were absolutely
adorable. The variety and the
creativity of costumes amazed me.
The best part about the day was
that the Haunted House was so
scary, my kids would not go in it.
I thought it was a great idea. It is
great for Tufts to be*intouch with
its environment. I’ll definitely do
it again next year,” Levin said.
“We had a lot of help from the
Tufts senators. We’ve all been
planning it for the past month.
Next year, we hope that we can
get even more kids to come and
more people to participate next
year. It was really nice to see that
all of the aspects of the TCU can
pull the community together,” Elementary Studentsfrom Medford and SomerviIle public schools
go trick or treating with Tufts students.
Russo added.

Give yourself some credit
The day I left home to become a freshman at
rufts, my mother gave me an American Express
:ard with my name on it. It was an extra card on her
iccount that I could use, but all charges would go
lirectly to her. I was instructed to use the card only
or “emergencies.” Since I was given my Amex
with complete
Bill Shein
confidence that I
wouldn’t abuse it,
The Lighter Side
Itookgreatpains
to avoid removing it from my wallet for any purpose. I must
admit, however, that I occasionally defined Billy
Joel concert tickets and a new sweater from Banana Republic as life-threatening “emergencies.”
For the most part, though, I have been far more
responsible with my Mom’s card than anyone who
knows me would expect.
American Express cards are easily obtained for
children and spouses of “Cardmembers.” To the
untrained eye, these cards appear to belong to the
person whose name is on the front. But because of
the statusand prestige that accompanycredit cards,
many studentspretend that it truly is their card, and
that they personally have to pay for anything that
is charged to it. Fortunately, it’s easy to determine
who’s lying about “their” card. Just check the
“Member Since” section on the card -- mine says
1979. Unless I can convince my friends that I
applied for my first American Express card when
I was 12years old, I’m nabbed. One friend of mine
has a card that says “Member since 1964.” Since
he wasn’t born until 1968, he’d have to be really
dumb to try and lie about this one.
Mastercardand VIM,however, have no ‘‘Member
since” label, thus making these cards indistinguishable from the credit cards of students who
have their very own accounts. You know, those
silly Jumbos who have to be responsible and
actually pay for the things they buy with their
credit cards. When will they learn?
Having any of these cards gives you benefits far
beyond simply sending bills home to Mummy and
Daddy for your shopping spreesat Neiman Marcus
or Lechmere. I’m referring specifically to the
times you go out for dinner with three or four
friends, and when the bill comes, you realize that
everyone has only a $20 bill. You graciously offer
to pay with “your” credit card, thus making the
financial transaction seem simpler than dividing
the big, scary numbers into equal parts and then
asking for some change so you can arrange a fair
settlement.
“I’ll just pay the bill with my credit card, and
you can each pay me.” Clever. Not only do your
parents foot the bill, but you get a free meal and
earn some easy cash! Dining out can be profitable!
And think of the career possibilities: Treat every-

one you know to dinner, movies, concerts and
clothes, and earn at least $50,000 a year! Sounds
like one of those get-rich-quick schemes that
guarantees unlimited wealth with absolutely no
effort. I suppose I could sell a book to college
students detailing how to make enormous sums of
money by taking people out to dinner, and I would
actually earn enormous sums of money with absolutely no effort!
Another boon to those who have these surrogate cards is undoubtedly the department store.
You can go to the music department,buy five new
CD’s, charge them on “your” card, and then tell
your folks that you bought socks and undershirts
in the men’s clothing department and some candy
for Halloween on the Hill in the toy department.
The guilt associated with abusing your parent’s
credit rating is the only thing that might inhibit
your rabid spending. But this is usually alleviated
by promising yourself that you will send home a
check for the amount you spend. Of course, if your
parents filled your account with cash in the first
place, this would not really suffice. So instead,
you send them nothing, hoping that they will
forget to inspect their monthly statement.
Tufts is getting into this credit card thing as
well. In an ingenious marketing ploy, the Trustees
of Tufts College have been giving out the Tufts
“Identicard,” with only a $20,000 annual membership fee. And the benefits! Twenty thousand is
a small price to pay for the privilege of not paying
sales tax at the Campus Center. That’s right. By
purchasing “points” which can be used as cash in
the Campus Center by displaying your impressive
Identicard, you are not charged sales tax. However, pay with cash, and you can expect to see your
food dollar shrink by five percent. Questionable
legality? Probably. Clever marketing? You bet.
You see, points are the Medford equivalent of
Disneyland’s “Mickey Money.” Tufts is trying to
cash-in by encouraging you to buy their version,
which I call “Pluto Points.” Since state law
prohibits taxing board plans, Tufts can keep more
of your money if you don’t have to pay sales tax.
For example, $75 of your Pluto Points equals $75
worth of landscaping for Jean Mayer’s house. But
$75 of your cash spent at the Campus Center,
taxed at five percent, equals only $71.25 worth of
pretty flowers and nicely trimmed hedges. Those
sly devils in Ballou. Pretty tricky.
Of course, we are also encouraged to purchase
them because, like Mickey Money, Pluto Points
can only be redeemed in one place: Here. Once
you sink your cash into TUDS points, you had
better spend them by the end of the year, or you’ll
end up with $34 worth of Smartfood and Soh0

see CREDIT, page 13
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Daivid Byrne dazzles with a
B razilian bea.t on Rei Momo
by STEPHEN NEWMAN
Daily Editorial Board

He first enthralled audiences
with his rock music and then med
his talents to the African sound.
Now, David Byrne is on the road
popularizing his newest love -the Brazilian beat.
Rei Momo, Byme’s latest album, is a result of his growing
admiration and interest in Latino
music and culture. It isjust one of
the many individualprojects Byme
has been involved with that has
demonstrated his talents as an
artist beyond the Talking Heads.
The Rei Momo tour, which will
continue through December,
appeared for three packed nights
at the Orpheum Theater in Boston last weekend. The group of
musicians Byrne has assembled
are among the finest Latino artistsavailablein the United States:
Milton Cardona, Willie Colon and
Yomo Tor0 among them. This
twelve member band played all
kinds of instruments common to
Brazilian music as Byrne danced
around the stage to his authentic
Latino rhythms.
The concert opened with a
popular Brazilian song sung by
Byme’s backup vocalist, Margareth Menezes, and was reinforced
by the strong beat of the various
drums native to the culture. As
the audience displayed their enthusiasm for this lively beat, Byrne
took the stage and opened from
the tracks of Rei Momo with
“Office Cowboy.” With he and
the entire band dressed in white,
which symbolizes peace according to the Candomble religion in
Brazil, they continued for the
following hour and a half to dazzle
the audience with the remainder

of the tracks off Rei Momo. Highlights included “Rose Tatoo,”
“Dirty Old Town,” “Marching
Through The Wilderness,”
“Independence Day,” “Loco De
Amor,” and “Make Believe
Mombo,” his current single.
In addition to the tracks off the
new album, Byrne treated the
crowd to a couple of Talking Head
tunes, both carrying an AfroBrazilian rhythm: “Mr Jones”
from Naked and “Papa Legba”
from True Stories. The stage was
set up like a Brazilian big band
with a row of percussion instruments underneath a line of brass,
strings and keyboards. During each
song, the bright colors lit up the
base of the bandstand and the
backdrop, adding to the group’s
energetic, full sound.
The particular Latino genre
came very naturally to the musicians, as they seemed to be having as much fun as the dancing
crowd. Byme truly wanted an
authentic sound, and to the credit
of his musicians and his brilliant
diversity in musical talent, he was
able to give American audiences
a taste of this rather overlooked
flavor of music.
While in town over the weekend, Byrne participated in Harvard University’s Learning From
Performers lecture series. The
program’s intent is to give students the opportunity to chat with
artists. Prior to Byme’s appearance, there was a showing of Ile
Aiye, a film Byrne directed and
scored which documents the culture and music of the Brazil’s
Candomble religion. This inside
look at Brazilian religious and
social ritual illustrated his true
interest in this culture -- their
music and beyond. For about an

Senior Staff Writer

Since the success of the GoGo’s in breaking into the pop
charts, all-women groups have
become an increasingly common
sight. The Bangles, Bananarama,
and Expose quickly come to mind,
along with lesser known bands

D

Album
Review

like Fuzzbox and the Waitresses.
Now include the Graces, a Uio of
women who have joined talents
rather randomly; and who’s debut effort, Perfect View, has recently been released.
It seems fitting that Charlotte
Caffey, who was a founder of the
GO-GO’S,
has finally become the
leader of her own band, as she
previously has played behind such
notable artists as Andy Summers
and Belinda Carlisle. It is about
time, too, as three of the five GoGo’s, Carlisle, Jane Weidlin, and
Gina Schock, have already produced records (Carlisle and
Weidlin on their own, and Schock
with her mindless band House of
Schock.)
Caffey,who penned such classic Go-Go hits as “Vacation”
and “We got the Beat,” found
two others to join her in her ef-

I

David Byrne talks about his new album, Rei Momo.
guess it’s kind of the same thing
when I first heard rock and roll - being moved in some way. I
didn’t know exactly what it was

but that didn’t matter.”
“I didn’t formally study this

see BRAZIL, page 11

Church, Game Theory unite in Hex
by ELAINE ROSE
Daily Editorial Board

bey with Thayer, arguably the
most promising heir to the world
of T-Rex and Love, and the most
underrated guitarist of the pop
music world. Hex comes on the
heels of various rumors conceming the two; an affair that led
Kilbey to leave longtime girlfriend Karen Jansen (is the
“Unsubstantiated” track on his
Slow Crack EP really about
Thayer?) and Thayer ’s departure
from Game Theory.
No matter. Even without its
curious implications, Hex is a
welcome addition to the stagnating post-psychedelicgenre. ’Ihayer
confidently takes center stage, with
Kilbey more than ably backing
her up on “some other instruments,” as the sleeve explains.
Her vocals are soft, seductive;
the opener “Diviner’ ’ blends airy
choruses with simple, soothing
guitar. A brief, enticing instrumental mix closes the first side,

Independently released and
cryptically titled, Hex arrives
quietly, unaccompanied by promotional fanfare or glowing advertisements. The album jacket is
simple; muted blue and gold tones,
a shadowed figure with long hair
and androgynous features. Song
titles read like surrealist bywords:
“Hermaphrodite,” “Mercury
Towers,” “Elizabeth Green.”
The music is equally intriguing -- all acoustic-and-electronic
forts: singer Gia Cianbotti and magic, quirky guitars, husky,
singer/guitarist Meredith Brooks. hypnotic vocals: A bit remindful,
Both are relative no-names in a though, of another band... the
commercial sense, but have been Church, perhaps? And the subtle
fronting bands on the L .A. club smngsjangling behind the words
circuit for some time.
just invite comparison to Game
Perfect View was put together Theory’s guitar wondergirl Donthrough the efforts of a number of nette Thayer.
people besides Caffey,Giambotti,
No big surprise, considering
and Brooks, and this fact is fright- Hex is the union of Church lvrieningly obvious. The tunes range
from the pathetic pop of “When
the Sun Goes Down,” to imitation Indigo Girls on “We Never
Met,” to a pseudo-Eurythmics
feel with “Fear No Love.”
The one and only redeeming
factor of Perfect View, however,
rests in the opening track, “Lay
DownYour Arms.” An infectious
littlenumber, it draws the listener
in, especially during the catchy
chorus. However, it is only a single
bright moment on an otherwise
burnt-out, overdone record.
The combined vocal strength
of Caffey, Brooks, and Cianbotti
is touted as adriving force behind
the album, but we’ve heard such
mediocre harmonizingmany times
before.
Perfect View is anything but
perfect. It lacks vision and innovation and is, quite simply, boring. If the Graces hope to compete with the Bangles and Bmanarama, they are going to need a lot
The Church’sSteven Kilbey and Game Theory guitarist Donnette
of changes.
Thayer join forces beautifully on Hex.

Graces’ Perfect View
is less than perfect
by RAKESH SURAMPUDI

hour and a half, Byrne answered
questions about his latest projects
on the Brazilian people and music.
On stage, Byrne made it very
apparent that it was the band who
provided the natural sound of the
type of music they were playing,
and he credited them for doing
so. Though Byme wrote the tracks
off Rei Mumo, he feels he shouldn’t
be receiving all the credit for
popularizing this type of music.
“It’s totally unfair that I’m getting the attention for it, and the
people who are actually doing it,
actually making a lot of this music,
who are creating it and have been
performing it for 20-30 years are
still not receiving a lot of the
attention they deserve,” he said.
“I’m just doing it because it’s the
music I like, but all I can hope is
that it will be a little more balanced and fair later on.”
In making the album. he knew
what he likld and said that the
latino beat was something he found
he could dance to much more
comfortably than disco. “At the
Latin clubs I went to, the music
was much better to dance to. It
was live and I was having a better
time. Then I started listening to
the singing,and then I would hear
a song with a beautiful melody
and I would get
bumus. I
- noose
-

“Hex” accentuating the subtlety
of the music. “Out of the Pink
Sky” drifts along nicely. “I live
in the tower,” Thayer sings, “It’s
only an hour/ Away from here; ”
while second side standouts
“Silvermine” and “An Arrangement” continue the bewitching
trip.
Kilbey has taken production
duties upon himself, recreating
the mysterious,moody atmosphere
that characterized his production
of the Crystal Set’s From Now
On. The instruments are effectively blended, although the guitar and vocals usually manage to
capture the mostattention. Hex is
richly textured and filled with
innovative interplay; Kilbey and
Thayer’s distinctive styles at times
merge beautifully. Yet Hex does
not demand your attention, it
merely invites it; there is none of
the frenetic energy that pops up in
Game Theory, or the occasionally self-conscious introspection
that has marred Kilbey’s solo
efforts. Hex is a broad step into a
facet of Kilbey and Thayer’s work
that has not been fully explored
with their bands, and a step worth

taking.
Not that Hex is flawless; but

one gets the feeling that Hex is
sharing with the listener rather
than putting on a performance.
Occasionally trading self-indulgence for craftsmanship, Hex is
not as refined as the later efforts
of the Church or Game Theory.
The lyrics are interestingenough,
but rarely compare with the lovely
poetry-prose of the Church and
Kilbey’s solo work; the fact is
that Thayer is not as accomplished
a lyricist as Kilbey, emphasized
by the surreal, rambling yet appealing statements each artist
offers on the album sleeve.
“Empty maker toast me in your
spherical more and most as gracious Grecian host white wine

see HEX, page 11
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A change in attitude: Harriers pushing to the top
Jumbos take twelfth place in New England championship
by GEOFF EDGERS
Senior StaffWriter

After 77 years of competition,
theTufts men’s cross-countryteam
is on the brink of a new era. Just
over five years ago, when head
coach Connie Putnam arrived on
campus,this team could not qual-

Men’s
X-Country
I

I

ify to compete in the NEIAA’s.
On Friday the harriers finished
12th in that event, just off the
Tufts all-time high finish of 10th.
The surprisingpart of this strong
finish is that it came without the
services of soon-to-be-back senior caDtain Steven Driker.
&her in the season, the Tufts

cross-country squad was like an
old race horse, struggling with
the apparent futility of trying to
match last year’s record-breaking finish. Hobbled by injuries
and riddled with inexperience,
the team stumbled to a last place
finish at UNH on September 29th.
Recently, the attitude has
changed. No longer is this team
attempting to equal past successes
but instead is serious in their desk
to eclipse those results. On Friday, the team finished only 26
points behind tenth place UNH, a
great achievement considering
UNH’s Division I status.
Steve Swift led the team with
an impressive 15th place finish,
possibly the best placing ever by
a Tufts freshmen. Eric Gyuriscko,
Marty Keane, Joel Rich and John
Reg& finished closely together

ranging from 63rd to 85th out of
the 175 total finishers, pushing
Tufts to within one point of 11th
place Colby.
The levelheaded attitude and
composure of a team that won’t
be satisfied with anything but a
record-breaking finish was evident in the restrained reaction
from Putnam. Analyzingthe race,
he noted, “if we’d run to our
maximum potential, we’d have
beaten Colby.”

Putnam describes the four-way
Division I11 race between Bates,
Brandeis, Colby, and Tufts as a
“war” and sees the knocking off
of Colby as the most important
step to Tufts’ fight into the top
three at the Nov. 11 NCAA Regional Championships. To keep
these expectations in perspective,
Tufts men’s cross-country
has
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never finished higher then sixth
(in 1988) in that event.
The key to a record-breaking
effort for the team will be the
return of Driker. The coach puts it
simply, “if weget him back, we’ll
be right where we need to be.”
He cites the main importance of
Driker’s return as a closer finishing pack. Putnam stressed that,
Friday’s one-minute-44-second ’
separation between Swift’s finish
andGyuriscko’smustbetrimmed
down to a minute, and Driker,
who ran in Friday’s JV race, can
act as the catalyst for that result.
With the seniors on this team
pushing hard for a third place
finish at theRegional Championships, the desire is there. While
Driker’s injury has been a defi-

nite setback for the team,it has
indirectly had one positive effect
on the season. Freshman Swift
has emergedas a leader, completing a smooth transition from high
school success to college stability on Friday. With Driker’s return, he will become part of a
powerful 1-2 punch.
h m a m doesn’t even rule out
a finish above the top three, saying it would be “the frosting on
the cake.” It would be true justice if these hopes are realized
because, while theexpressionhas
become cliched, this team has
battled through adversity and
shows signs of reaching its peak
at the perfect time -- the championships.

E-men looking to top
Northeast region
Pachyderms victorious at Regionals

I!

by BRETT RUTH and
CLIFFORD 0. SLATER
Contributing Writers

The Tufts ultimate frisbee team is eager to return to the
nationalchampionships this spring.
They aim to do this with a continued dominance of the Northeast
region; a region which will send
its three finest teams into the fray
at the Nationals.
An early indicator of spring
success is the fall Regional Championship-College . Division, a
tournament in which the Elephant
Men were victorious last year. It
was a win which many feel crystallized the team’s desire to reach
the Nationals, which they did.
So it was with visions of again
standing at the door of the frisbee
elite that the ulhmate team travelled to Yalefor a fullweekend of
competition on Oct. 16.
Tufts’ opening-day slate consisted of Harvard’s “Saviore
Faire,” SUNY’s “New Paltz,”
and Cornell’s “Shake.” None,
however, could come close to
derailing the E-men.
Overwhelming each team,
Tufts’ ragtag-looking band of
eleven players would finish the
day a spotless 3-0. After the success of the day, a flushed Rich
Robinson said it was “the exhausted satisfaction of an inspired
effort, such as today’s, which lured
me from swimming to play ultimate frisbee.”
With work for the day completed, the team was free to explore New Haven, before retiring
to the comfort of a Yale suite’s
common room. Early the next
morning, while the sun still hung
low, the E-men began their ritualistic preparation for the second
day of competition. With oranges,
bananas, and water serving as vital
fuel, Tufts began their hunt.
Columbia, the E-mens’ first
opponent, had finished last season as the eighth-ranked team in
the nation, but lost 14 of their 16
experienced players to graduation.
The “Uptown Locals,” as they
were called, played a gritty first
half,managing six points to Tufts’
eight, but the Jumbos would take,
controlof the game with a second 1
half full of stunning defense and
opportunistic offense. “It was our
job to shut them down,” said an
adamant Pat McAlary. And shut

them down they did, as the 15-7’
final would earn the team a berth
in semi-finals.
In the semifinals,Tufts would
face host Yale. This was a team
that the E-men remembered from
the championship game in the
previous year’s contest This year’s
edition was a brutal match which
finally saw Tufts emerge as the
victor by a narrow 15-13margin.
Lay-outs and hucks (deep
throws) characterized the first half,
but in the end it would prove to be
the grinding, unstoppableoffense
of sure passes and 15-yard gains
that would make the difference.
“I never laid-out so much in my
life. I’m in pain now. Who do we
play next?” moaned a dazed Jeff
Brown after the Elis were finally

Jeff Brown shows off his diving
form for the Elephant men.
beaten.
It would be the Boston University “Batmen” who wouldtry
to dethrone Tufts. The game proved
one thing above all else; the Elephants are capableof raising their
level of play in the “money”
games. Crushing their opponents
15-6, an inconceivably large
margin for a tournament final,
the E-men staked their claim to
the top spot in the Northeast and
served notice that, on the national
level, they are a force to be reckoned with.
With the return of two key
players who had been sidelined
for the entire fall by injury, the Emen squad appears capable of
getting stronger still. “We’ll be
working our butts off to get in
shape all winter to play the sport
we’re addicted to. We are coming
back,” finalizedBryan Dunn, who
shattered his kneecap in a game
late this summer.
With the gleam of trophies in
their eyes and the ring of applause in their ears, the Elephant

see DOMINANCE, page 13
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Women’s soccer team playing it one game at a time
~

Jumbos open ECAC play today against Trinity
by ERIC SCHLIESSER
Daily Staff Writer
’

TOaayisthebigday!At2Opm,

the fourth-seeded Jumbos will take
on the fifth-seeded Trinity Bantams at Kraft Field, behind Ellis
Oval, in the first round of the
prestigious WAC tournament.

believes that it is an advantage
that his troops went up against a
tough schedule this year.
Trinity has a strong offensive
team; they have been scoring a
lot of goals this year, and have
even been dubbed “the Scoring
Machines.” However, the Jumbos were the first team to shut
them out this year in a game played
last week. If the Jumbos can turn
out an effort like that again, the
Bantams will find it difficult to
achieve much at all.
But the Jumbos have not played
consistently well. They can not
afford certain lapses like the ones
that occurredin Saturday’sgame.
Tufts drew that match against
Amherst even though they dominated all phases of play.
In a knock-out tournament, a
lot depends on a team’s concentration, d&mi&on, experience,
as well as a bit of luck. The Jumbos should hold an advantage over
Trinity in the experience department, as they have been involved

in post season play consistently
Over the years (including winning the NIAC tournament last
season), w h e m the Bantams have

scored an important clutch goal
on Saturday. Knowing how determined the seniors are to end
their soccer careers on a high

F
l
I

I

TheECAC formatisasixteam
single-elimination competition.
The number one and two seeds,
Conn College and Bowdoin, receive byes in the first round. In
the semifinals, they will meet the
winners of the two first round
matches -- Tufts vs. Trinity and
Amherst vs. North Adams State,
the “mystery” team which has
not played any of the other teams
in the tournament.
The Jumbos’ opener is a tough
match. But the players are used to
that, and headCoachBillGehling

But the Jumbos have had difficulty converting chances all season. In these kind of games that
fact can prove to be killing. Also,
the Jumbos have sometimes reacted badly to misfortune. Though
they have improved visibly during the season, they still need to
concentrate on their communication on the field.
%ftS’ women’s soccer team will take their first step toward the

ECAC Championshiptoday...
Gehling expects his seniors to ried about their desire.
The Bantams have a potent
provide leadership. He points to
and
co-captain Karen Humphrey, who offense featuring
- very
. quick
-

Helmet Taker! Helmet Taker!
As San Francisco’s Brett Butler came to the
plate Saturday night, the crowd knew that this
could be the final batter before a sober celebration.
Amidst an earthquake and a ten-day gap, the
World Series was about to come to an end, finally.
With A’s relief ace Dennis Eckersley on the mound
and the tension
Dan Schorr
building, I wondered if someone
in the stands in
Sports Schorrts
Candlestick Park,
in a dorm room on this campus, or perhaps even on
the shores of Connecticut’s Bantam Lake, was
joining me in the traditional chant of, “Helmet
Taker! Helmet Taker! ”
Along with a teddy bear and acrib, it seems that
many kids do not have a complete childhood
without a camping experience. Located throughout the Northeast, family ownedsleep-awaycamps
often provide the first lessons in dealing with
people (other than immediate family), living together and making decisions. The memories and
experiencesare so much a part of peoples lives that
friendships often last and camps always serve as
conversation. But beyond the valuable lessons,
water activities, trips to wildlife museums and the
beautiful New England scenery,camp boiled down
to baseball. It was here where tradition was born,
After lunch each day, every camper went back
to their bunks to rest for an hour. For some, it was
a time to sleep, for others it was time to write a
letter or play a quiet game. But for most, it was an
anxious time to wait and dream about baseball. It
was a peaceful hour in which the only sounds were
local water skiers and chirping birds. It seems only
fitting that the silence was broken sixty minutes
later with the almost inaudible sounds of aluminum bats skittering across a bunk floor. Slowly the
migration started. It was time to play ball.
The best players in camp would always sit on
the old red chef house steps before making the
quarter milejourney to the baseball field. It was an
honor to sit on the chef’s cabin steps, partly because only the oldest were allowed and partly
because it was the best place to show off who was
playing. If a good shortstop were to decide he was
going to sail that particular day, the crowd on the
chef’s steps could always be heard yelling some
words of criticism.
The quarter-mile walk to the field was always
full of funny stories, anxious players, and plans for
later that evening. Nearing the end of the tree lined
path and coming out onto the field, the sensation
paralleled the one you get when you come out of a
major league stadium’s concrete walkway and see
the field for the first time that season. Except at
camp, that sensation was daily.
Traditionally, all campers took a seat in the
stands while the couselors and kitchen help tossed
a ball around in front. Nothing started until Mac
got there. Mac, known as John McKenna, was a
fonner minor league ballplayer with a major league
personality. Spendingover thirty years at camp, he
was someone who made the Dlace uniaue. With

skillful1 wingers and a talented
forward. But if the Jumbos’ defense is healthy -- senior back
Jana Kaplan has had problems
with her knee, freshman Gretchen
Crist has missed some games due
to a virus, and freshman co-keeper
Martha Whiting has an ankle injury -- it should be able to hold
Trinity.

As a whole, the Jumbos are a
better team, and if they can operate as such...Why not? They could
go all the way.-But as Gehling
says, “[It’s] one game at a time
now.”

Can anyone stop them?
lhfts sweeps Amherst 3-0, Bentley 1-0

glasses sitting on his protruding nose and a cap on
into the goalies pads. Jumping on
his head, Mac came up the hill with a grand
by MIKE FRIEDMAN
the rebound, Landau one-timed it
entrance. He walked out ontothe field, picked twa
Daily Editorial Board
past the goalie, marking the sevyoungsters as captains, waited until the teams
were made, and the others were sent to a field
Lock up the children, hide your enth consecutive game in which
down below. It was an honor to make the big game valuables, and get out of the way the junior has netted a goal.
From there, both teams settled
on the Big Field, especially on a Sunday when because they are here, meaner
down on the atrocious Bentley
alumni would come back and all the help was off. and better than ever.
field. At one end of the field there
The Big Field was a beautiful grass structure thal
was a softball diamond on which
went about 275 feet in left, 380 in center, and an
there was no grass, making the
infinite wall-less distance in right field.
Hockey
Fie’d
ball constantly jump into the air.
Like most situations, there was a good side and
Where there was not dirt, the grass
a bad side to Sunday games. The good side is thal
a new white American League baseball was opened
No; this is not a line from was sothick thatpassingandstick
for these occasions.The new ball had extra punch, some really bad “B” horror movie, handling were tough.
“It’s a very, very slow field.
and if any camper could hit it out of the field, Mac but rather a description of the
It’s the outfieldof a baseball field,
1989 Tufts field hockey team.
would buy them a steak dinner. The bad side was
that if the ball was fouled off, both teams had ta
The 9-2-2 Jumbos took their so part of the field is on the diaform a human chain and scan the woods for the
sixth straight victory on Monday mond... It was really a poor surball -- truly evidence of a thrifty camp owner.
from Bentley by a 1-0score. Aryn face toplay on,” explainedcoach
On this field, the rules were neither American Landau put in the only goal in the Carol Rappoli. The surface was
nor National League, but they were Mac’s. Play- first minutes of play. The win so poor that although Bentley is
ers were allowed to lead (partly because once 01 marks goalie Tricia Burke’s third the second seeded team in the
twice a summer, Mac would catch someone with
the hidden ball trick), there was no stealing 01
bunting, and all players were required to wear a
batting helmet. All other rules applied.
When the game got t& hot and the players
were beginning to get tired, Mac would yell, “top
of the eighth” and the game would really begin. If
the score was close, players that would not normally run out aroutine single would hustle like the
Pete Rose of old. Ordinary outfielders played like
Paul Blair and batters hit like Kirk Gibson in the
clutch.
And when it came down to the ninth, the
tension built. The players from the lower field
were not allowed to go down until the Big Game
was done, so they sat, watched, and cheered
throughout the ninth. And for some reason that
only Mac knew, the game was always close.
and so will the field hockey team.
In the bottom of the ninth, as the losing team
came to the plate, the phrase “Helmet Taker” consecutive shutout, as well as ECAC Tournament, they will have
would always be uttered by one little kid. Almost her fifth in the last six games. to play their first round game
like the sounds that endebrest how, this sound Overall, the Jumbos have away, at seventh seeded Williams.
outscored their opponents by a
But that did not hamper the
meant the game was almost over.
too much. They put in a
score
of
13-1,
as
the
team
preJumbos
See, it was a tradition that whoever made the
last out would have to collect all the batting pares for today’s opening game strong defensive effort, both by
the defense and offense, espehelmets, put them on the rope, and take them to the of the ECACs againstClark.
“We went into the game not cially in the second half, to keep
baseball counselor’s cabin. But mainly, it was a
knowing how good they were,” Bentley off the score sheet. “It
source of embarrassment.
As batter number two flied to center, the chant explained sophomore attacker Jean got really hairy at the end of the
from the stands grew louder and louder, “Helmel DiPiro about the ECAC Tourna- game,” commented DiPiro. “It
ment’s second seeded team. But was pretty intense.”
Taker! Helmet Taker! Helmet Taker! ”
The hairiest moment came not .
The last batter grounded out, and the game was Bentley quickly found out about
the talent that the Jumbos pos- in the second half, but with about
over.
As I sat back on my ripped leather couch the sessed as Tufts jumped out to the ten minutes remaining in the first.
1-0 lead.
A Bentley player took a shot that
other night, I couldn’t help but wonder if San
Within the opening two min- got beyond Burke, but sophomore
Francisco Giant centerfield Brett Butler was collecting the batting helmets and putting them on a Utes of the game, the Jumbos defender Tove Torgeson made a
received a penalty corner. Taking great save to prevent the goal,
string. I truly doubt it.
It is time to take a swim in the lake, Brett. full advantageof the opportunity, keeping the Jumbo lead at the
senior Amy Letscher received a
Baseball season is over.
Maggie Welch pass and shot it see ROLLING, Page 13
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Letters to the Editor
LETTERS
continued from page 2
that, “It is war.”
This past Saturday, Oct. 28th
marked Greece’s 49th anniversary of that heroic response that
both united the Greek people and
inspired the rest of Europe. It was
an act of bravery that helped
contribute to the demise of both
Hitler, and Mussolini.
General Premier Ioannis
Metaxas held dictatorial power
in Greece from 1936-1941. Although he openly modelled his
regime on those of Hider and
Mussolini because of his deep
contempt for liberalism, communism,anddemocracy, his nation-

alism was not based on aggression or racial prejudice. He envisioned the rise of a “Third Hellenic Civilization” which was to
integrate the first “Pagan Civilization” with the second “Christian Civilization”. He saw himself as the “National Father,”
“First Peasant,” and “First
Worker.” However, instead of
joining with Hitler and Mussolini,
he allied himself with France and
Britain in an effort to preserve
Greece’s neutrality in World War
11.
On the day of Oct. 28, 1940
Ioannis Metaxas refused to collude in the oppressive practices
of Mussolini, and said the Greek
word for “NO”, “0x1” to sur-

render. With this single decisive
action, he inspired a great wave
of nationalism within the Greek
nation. Despite political divisions
and economic suife, the Greek
people united in a common
struggleagainst Mussolini’s troops.
Metaxas took territories as far
as Albania, which gave Britain a
chance to take initiative in the
Mediterranean. For this, Greece
received strong praise from within
Europe and the United States. An
article written in 1940in the New
York Herald Tribune read that
Metaxas in “taking power at a
time when Greece was in a state
of near chaos, unified his country,armed it, and gave it the will
and the nerve which were to en-

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD

long while. I have long felt that
most active students get more than
their money’s worth from their
involvement in activities and
organizations funded primarily by
the Student Activities Fee. It has
been brought to my attention by
other sources that the Trustees
might not agree with the $11
amount because it might raise the
overall cost of a year at Tufts one
or two dollars higher than other
universities, thus moving our listing from #7 most expensive colDemetra Anagnostopoulos J’90 lege to perhaps as high as $4. I
will hope that the Trustees will
thinkaboutwhatthefull$llraise
will do to ensure the ability of the
Senate to fund student organizations. Cost is not the only factor
in determining a school.
I would say that the ability to
To the editor:
“%e article in yesterday’s Daily join a student group that really
(“Treasurycalls for Activities Fee interests the prospective student
increase,”)regarding thestudent enters highly in the decisionActivities Fee was perhaps the making process. I do not think
best news that I have heard in a someone will not go to Tufts
saying, “Tufts costs two dollars
more than X university -- I’m
going to go to X U.” I am sure
that other organization leaders
would join me in this cause. We
have seen many groups request
recognition in the past two years
-- I think it would be a shame if
the Trustees prevented any positive steps for future growth and
ROUNDTRIPS
development.
LONDON
trom $ 369
PARIS
from $ 449
Adam Conn A’91
FRANKFURT -from $ 409
General Manager, WMFO
from $ 449
MADRID
from $ 449
LISBON
$ 419
SUMMIT
AMSTERDAM-from
continued from page 2
COPENHAGEN - tmm $ 510
change -- miss something, sometrom $ 729
thing that I might get better firstSYDNEY1
MELBOURNE-from
$1379
hand from Mr. Gorbachev.”
Thepresident said he expected
SAN FRANCISCO/
LOS ANGELES - from $ 380
“a lot of discussion’’ about EastEUFiAlL PASSES
I.D. CARDS
em Europe.
ONE WAYS
EXPERT ADVICE
Bush’s announcement drew
bipartisan applauseonCapitol Hill,
BOSTON
although Senate Democratic
‘266.6014
George Mitchell said he
Leader
nwamm.
was not about to rescind his critimmcl. YL a 1 6
cism that the president’s policies
CAMBRIDGE
toward the blossomingof democ576.4623 STA TRAVEL
lyRoQ YL
mmnssm
racy in Eastem Europe have been
too “timid.”
able it to rise, when the crisis
came, and fight for its life and its
essential liberties with a heroism
and a success that have been the
envy of every other European
People.”
This day is remembered both
in Greece, and in Greek communities throughout the world. The
Hellenic Society of Tufts wishes
torememberthis day,asasymbol
of the fortitude, strength,and pride
that characterize the Greek people.

Raise the
Student
Activities Fee

BooKNoWfOR
Ti€HOLIDAYS

%vera1 collegesolOxford University have invited The Washington International Studies Center
to rrcornrnend qualilied students to study for one year or lor one or two terms. Lower Junior
status is required. and graduate study is available. Students are directly enrolled in thrir colleges
and rereive Iranscripts lrom their Oxford college: this is NOTa program conducted by a U S . College in Oxlord. A special summer session is directed by WISC.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, LONDON

Summit planned

rouo

WISC offers summer internships with Congress. with the White House. with the media and
with think tanks.Government and Journalism courses are taught by senior-level $overnrnenl
ollicials. who are also scholars. and by experienced journalists. Similar opportunilivs in public
policy internships are offered [with academic credit) in London (Fall. Spring and Summer)

The Washington International Studies Center
214 Massachusetts Avc , N E Suite 230
Washington. D C 2Mx)2 (202)547-3275

EOlAA

9

-1

November 1st
Feast Of All Saints
CATHOLIC MASS
12 Noon and 10 pm
Goddard Chapel
The Catholic Center
391-7272

,L
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you ‘re invited to su6mit your photos,
artwork writin!..! andpoetry to this year’s
JUMBO year6ook
WHERE: Yearbook Office
55 Talbot Ave. (upstairs)
a) To make your senior yearbook memorable.
b) To make a great yearbook.
c) To have pictures of yourself in your senior
yearbook.
d) To show your kids (& grandchildren) a
candid shot of yourself in your yearbook.
e) To help the editors fill up space.

PHOTOS SUBMITTED BY NOV. 7
WILL BE PRINTED IN COLOR.

T h n bfor your help!!

Wednesday, November 1,1989

Byrne works to create an authentic sound
BRAZIL
continued from page 5
typeof music. Igotto where1had
sort of a passing familiarity with
different styles,” he commented,
“then that was about it.” He
emphasized his desire to create a
sound as authentically as possible: “I thought why not work
with the musicians that I hear in
the clubs rather than trying to do
it all myself. I wanted to make
music that was like the music I
was listening to. What we are
doing isn’t exactly true. The
rhythms and whatnot are true, but
with that on top of the arrangements and my singing, it makes it
into something else.”
He spent quite a while explaining the process by which the
album and the individual tracks
were composed. “The Latin
musicians I worked with recently
were totally relieved that they
weren’t being told to anglicize
their style or water it down. Before we recorded, I worked with
the percussionist Milton Cardona
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from Puerto Rico, known in the
Latin community in New York
for his knowledge of the rhythms
of the bata drums [iya, itotele,
andokonkolo drums]. So I played
him some of the songs that I had
recorded on the four track and I
asked him what kind of rhythm
would be appropriate for this song.
And he would immediately know
or he would scratch his head and
go, ‘let me think about it.’ Some
of it was hunt and peck, but most
of it was straight forward. It wasn’t
as difficult as it might appear.”
On the topic of lyrics, he finds
it much more interesting when
the music comes first then finding the words appropriate for the
music. “Some [lyrics]arekindof
choppy and don’t make a whole
lot of literal sense, and others
have some kind of logic to them.
I don’t know exactly where they
come from.” He explained that
his lyrics stanza by stanza are not
individually substantive,but rather
create an image or emotion when
they are examined as a whole.
“The musical part comes really

fast, the lyrical part is real slow
and tedious,” he said.
When asked what he likes most
about what he does, he ended the
conversation saying that he enjoys singing more than he used
to. “I like the physical act of
singing.”
David Byrne up in person is
quite different from the David
Byrne dressed in an oversized
jackethittinghis head while singing a Talking Heads hit, or as in
thisrecentconcert,differentfrom
the energetic performer shaking
down to the salsa. He is soft spoken and at times seemed as though
he could not find the right words
to express his ideas other than
those which he has already voiced
through his works: films, documentaries, and musical compositions. Byme’s works, including
the newest Rei Mom0 album and
tour, have consistently been both
substantive and enmaking. These
works speak for themselves; he
need not say more.

“I’M DIFFERENT,

Emotion, passion
capture audience
HEX
continued from page 5
wafer f d before I rise...” Thayer
writes: Kilbey’s “Things came
into existence which may not have
been possible; Henceforth everything contained within itself its
own contradiction. The manipulation of these contradictions is
called magic” is definitely more
intriguing.
Still, the style that Kilbey and
Thayer are preserving hardly relies on technical or even lyrical
perfection: and there is more than
enough emotion and passion in

Hex to capture an audience. And
it‘s nice to see %yer get a moment
in the spotlight, dipping into the
potential she’s always shown in
Game Theory.
Hex is not a project that will
appear in the Top Forty or even
the Top 200: it seems more a
happily-hlmed-out experiment that
Kilbey and Thayer are eager to
share. And it is nice to share with
them: Hex is an uncluttered,
unpretentious time as well as a
pleasing look into the future of
post-psychedelia. And if anyone
is going to carry on that tradition,
it should be Kilbey and Thayer.

CEM director appointed
MOOMAW
continued from page 1
ment.
The center does health and
technology research, develops
educational programs, and analyzes policy for government agencies, industry, and environmental
and public interest groups.
A technical staff of scientists,
engineers and policy analysts are
employed at CEM, which also

involves faculty and staff from
throughout the University.
The center also maintains the
Asbestos Information Center. Tufts
was selected by the Environmental
Protection Agency as one of three
educational institutions in the
United States to develop and
implementeducational programs
and information and training services on preventing- asbestos hazards.

WE BUY SELL &TRADE

YOU’RE DIFFERENT,
THE FILM’S DIFFERENT!”

A chance to talk about Race
Class
and
Other Identities

RECORDS, CASSETTES
CD‘s, MUSIC MAGS,

TUFTS
DEMOCRATS

ON FILM

PARTICIPANTS WANTED
Whites, Blacks, Asians, Native Americans, et a1
Members of ALL Racial Groups and Economic Classes

General Meeting
Tonight
7pm Eaton 201

Students with Disabilities, Able-Bodied Students,
International Students

Topics Include:

1) Pro-choice March, Nov. 12th
Buy Tickets at the meeting
._______________________________________------------------------------------------------$45 per ticket
rm interested in participating in the filming of sessions for revising the

FIRST FILMING ON “RACE”

Orientation film on “diversity.” My particular interest is:

-race

2) Debate GOPers Nov. 15

economic class

-international students
-commuting students
Name:
Local address:
Tel. no.:
Please return to the Dean of Students Office, Ballou Hall by November 3.

3) Get involved in Somerville
Politics

New Members
Always Welcome!

.
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“I thought because Merrill Lvnch was so big
an analystiould get lost. But th&s not true.
You’re in a really big firm, but there are a lot
of different teams inside.”

d .

Brian Gerson, Tufts, 1989
Real Estate

Merrill Lynch Capital Markets
invites Tufts University seniors
to attend an informal meeting and reception
to discuss opportunities in our

Corporate Finance Analyst Program
Wednesday, November 1,1989
Charles Hotel
7 porn.-9 porn.

@AMerrill
Lynch
tradition of trust.
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Riding a six game winning streak, Jumbos ready for ECAC’s
ROLLING

been much higher.”
The Jumbos’ first goal was a
virtual copy of the goal scored at
Bentley. After just 46 seconds of
final score of 1-0.
“It’s a good win going into play, Landau put in the rebound
ECACs,” said Rappoli.
of a Letscher shot off of a penalty
Prior to the Bentley game, the comer. From there it was easy for
Jumbos beat the Amherst Lord Tufts.
Jeffs by a 3-0 score for Home“We played with intensity for
coming. Knowing that a win would the whole 70 minutes,” explained
secure an ECAC berth, Tufts came Burke. “The defense kept their
out so ready to play that the Lord opportunitiesto a minimum.” But
Jeffsdid not know what hit them. while the defense was holding
“We came down in the fmt minute the Lord Jeffs, the Jumbo offenand scored,” said Burke, “and sive machine was busy scoring
they weren’t expecting it.”
two more goals.
“We played well,” commented
The first came off of another
Rappoli, “the score could have penalty comer when Melissa Lowe

took a shot which was redirected
by Landau for her second goal of
the game and eleventh of the
season. The second came after a
Cathy Healy rush down the sidelines gave Tufts a free hit. The
Jumbos made the hit count as
sophomore Marjorie Kozart put
in her first goal of the season off
a pass from junior Katie Anderson.
“We were pretty hungry,”
Landau explained about the
Amherst game, “because we knew
a win would put us in the ECACs.”
And today at 230 at Ellis Oval,
the Jumbos will host a first round
game of the ECACs as they play

The Lighter Side-

Faculty members want multi-cultural curriculum

continued from page 7

CREDIT
continued from page 3
soda on the last day of classes.
Sound familiar?
But best of all, Tufts is granting you and your Identicard unlimited credit at your parents’ expense, both literally and figuratively. It takes only moments to
add a zillion points to your account and simply charge them to
next semester’s Bursar’s bill.
Unless you pay your own Bursa’s bill -- not a common situation for Tuft$ $tudents -- you
have an unlimited credit line for
food, ice cream, and everything
sold in After Hours, and you don’t
ever have to pay for it! Just imagine if the bookstore begins ac-

cepting points! And how about
that Porsche dealer downtown!
It’s iust like the s m ~ a t credit
e
cardthing:YournameoitheTufts
Identicard, but all bills go home.
Please, for the sake of the local
economy, don’t tell your parents
how this works, okay?
The bottom line is that credit
cards are extremely dangerous.
It’s easy to buy something for
which you don’t have to pay
immediately, but instead can finance at about $25 a month.
It’s even easier and more dangerous if you don’t ever have to
pay for it because “your” credit
card is not really yours at all.
Membership does have its privileges.

CHANGE
continued from page 3
discussion of the enzyme lactase,
which allows people to digest the
lactose in milk, and the fact that
some people lack lactase, could
be enhanced by discussion of U.S.
foreign aid shipments of powdered milk to developingnations.
“There are things to be talked
about that give the biological facts
a multicultural, or more human
dimension,” Chew said.
Barrett said that unless curricula are changed, departmentsrun

GRADUATE
continued from page 1

September by the National Treasury Police, but waslaterreleased.
DOMINA,NCE
again upon us, the E-men will He had been working for the past
continued from page 6
again take to the air, with re- year with FENASTRAS. Anner
served seats on a flight that should was a political science major at
men gracefully stampeded into take them dizzyingly close to the Tufts specializing in Latin Amerifall’s early sunset. But when spring, pinnacle of the National title.
can studies.
with her long, late shadows is
Anner was taken to the hospital as well, and he is reportedly in
“very delicate condition,” according to an emergency room
spokesman quoted by the United

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES

the risk of alienating students who
never see their own backgrounds
reflected in thecurriculum --who
are continually exposed to the
histories, literatures and perspectives of others and never have the
opportunity to learn more about
themselves.
“If you are not represented in
the curriculum you are aware of a
whole other area of the subject
the person teaching the course
has left out,” Barrett said, noting
that if this happens too often,
students become frustrated.
“Amelioration of some of the

Press International.
Mike Prokosch of the Committee in Solidarity with the People
of El Salvador said he heard Anner
is in “serious condition, but I
didn’t hear critical.”
One of those killed by the blast
was Febe Velasquez, a member
of the FENASTRAS directorate.
Prokosch described Velasquez as
“the most beloved union leader”
in El Salvador.
The blast toppled concrete
pillars, twisted girders, and destroyed almost the entire roof of

40 years at the same location

STONE PHARMACY, INC.
1122 Broadway Teele Sq.
Somerville, MA

A film classic starring Jack Lemmon,
Lee Remick
and Jack Klugman

Henry Stone, REG.PH.
Robert Stone, B.S.,REG. PH.

623-1010

TODAY 4PM
Wessell Library
Room 3 10

Don’t miss this chance to see it!

GAMMA STICKERS A V A I I A U L E

TUFTS HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM
HEALTH& WELLNESS

26 WINTHROP STREET

keep up, but what they do have is
a great goalkeeper.”
The great goalkeeperof which
Rappoli speaks is senior Lon
Lengieza, who tied a New England Division I11 record with 12
shutouts this season. Lengieza has
played in all 17 Cougar games
and has given up just eight goals
for a microscopic .45 goalsagainst-average.
But Lengieza and Clark could
have a long afternoon against the
Tufts Jumbojuggernaut. Rappoli
sums up, “I don’t think we could
;playing any better at this pint.”

problems discussed recently on
campus, and specifically what’s
happening in classes is exactly
what theconference is about,’’
Barrett said. “The goal is not just
to offer a book or an article written from a differentpoint of view,
but to examine the whole grounding of knowledge.”
Barrett said the conference
should be seen as an open forum,
an opportunity for both students
to discuss their concerns over the
curriculum with professors.

Alumnus reportedly in serious condition in El Salvador

E-men take to the air

* * * * *
* * * * *

he Clark Cougars, the last undefeated team in New England. “I
am very happy we have a chance
to redeem ourselves,” said Landau. “Our play against them in
our first game was not indicative
of our ability.”
In that first game, the Jumbos
shut out the Cougars in a driving
rainstorm but were not able to get
any scores of their own either.
“We’ve come a long way since
that game,” commented DiPiro.
“I don’t think they have the
talent on the field to beat us, but
nobody has beaten them this year,”
said the coach. “I don’t think
they have the skill or speed to

391 -072C

This progi-arn is part of a weekly set ies called
“BOOZE & DRUGS”
For more iiifo: coiltact Kathy McCune a t 39 1-0720

J

the building located in the center
of the capital, San Salvador, the
Associated Press reported. Both
the FENASTRAS and Comadres
organizations are considered
guerrilla fronts by the rightist
government. Leaders of the two
organizations accused the armed
forces of responsibility for the
blast, but the armed forces rejected the allegation, according
to the Associated Press.
Hector Recinos, a member of
FENASTRAS’ directorate,
blamed the army for Tuesday’s
attack. “This is a response to the
attack on the Joint Chiefs,” he
said, referring to a rebel assault
on the Defense Ministry.
The bombings were the latest
flare-up of violence in El Salvador’s decade-old civil war that
has killed more than 70,000 people,
most of them civilians. A rebel
mortar aaack on the Defense Ministry in San Salvador on Monday
killed one person and injured 15,
AP reported.

--
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New organization seeks to create open environment for expression
THOUGHTS
continued from page 1
a ViCiOUS cycle. All the classes I

have taken so far had the same, people with an opportunity to meet are willing to listen,” Beck said,
one, geopolitical orientation.”
others and learn about their opin- “It’s better than, ‘Hi, how are
Russman and Beck said that ions in an informal environment. you, how are classes?’”
Russman said he hoped prooneofTOOT’sgoalsistoprovide
“We want tomeetpeople who
claiming a society for ‘‘open
. thought” did not automatically
would not have a chance to pergive the organization a liberal
French Circle: Little Talk
slant. “We’re trying not to pre- ,
form works from their backThe French Circle was recog- clude any particular political
grounds and cultures. .
nized after a short discussion. It groups,” he said.
, ‘ ‘In having only a black orienAt the other end of the spectation, it’s leaving out a number will coordinate activities involvof [ethnic and racial] organiza- ing French culture and language trum, both Russman and Beck,
tions on campus... it leaves out and involves members of the said that extreme opinions were i
all theotherminorities,”he said. community who are both native to be expected, but, as Beck exIn addition, he said that the speakers and students of French. plained, “Ifpeople come with an
The group was originally ac- open mind, it won’t get out of
African American Society, whch
tive
on campus about four years control. Our purpose isn’t to ofis already providing funding to
the company, would immediately ago and had the support of both fend.’’
recognize them and be able to the French Department and stu“Or to start a brawl,” Russdents who speak French. The man added.
further finance them.
Tavares said, however, that French Department and francoBeck and Russman said the
“there is a discriminatoryfactor philes of the community cur- group held an organizational
in the theater itself,” both at Tufts rently support the group.
meeting and secured the fifteen
The Judiciary discussed the
and the real world, and defended
the group’s request for recogni- potentially overlapping role between the French House and the
tion.
“I think every other minority French Circle. The members
should have a theatercompany to determined that the French House
put on their plays... but the fact filled the needs of those who are
is, it’s not that way,” he said. He fluent or native speakers of French
emphasized the fact that the group and did not fully cater to the
should not be penalized just be- needs of students who are learncause other ethnic and racial ing French, arole that the French
groups have not taken the same Circle can play.
Furthermore, Allen pointed out
initiative on campus.
In the end, the controversy that the French Circle was a
was resolved and a closed ses- necessity. “We’re supposed to
sion vote recognized the Black be a prestigious university, we
should have a French Club.”
Theatre Company.

TCUJ approves rules for re-recognition
RULES
continued from page 1
presentation of the proposal,
members of the Judiciary expressed fear over the amount of
work this re-recognition process
would entail. A number of members expressed the opinion that
reviewing all of the student organizations on campus would be
an arduous task.
“I think its going to be a lot of
work, but we have to do it,”
Allen said. Members of the Judiciary echoed his statement, agreeing that it was a critical responsibility of the Judiciary. Long
pointed out that the first year or
two would involve a lot of rerecognizing, but after that, most
organizations which were not
responsible in following their
charters and maintaining themselves as an organization will be
de-recognized.
New Groups Recognized
The Black Theatre Company,
which will be performing Trouble
in Mind this weekend in Curtis
Hall, was recognized after extensive discussion. While some
members of the Judiciary maintained that the group would be
better served if it was under the
African American Society, while
others felt that the group should
be a separate theater group to
provide more diversity to the
performing arts at Tufts.
The Black Theatre Company’s
objective is to perfom plays
written by black playwrights.
There are currently 20-30 students involved in the company
from various races.
“Their objective is to add some
diversification to the Tufts community which, I think, is something the community wants,” said
Allen.
Joe Swimmer, the Judiciary’s
vice-chair of the Recognitions
Subcommitteesaid that the African American Society is “better
suited to understand the needs of
the Black Theatre Company” as
they have “a knowledge of culture, black plays and black playwrights.”
Swimmer also felt that if the
organization was geared only to
black playwrights, other racial
and ethnic groups on campus
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Personals

THUR., NOM 2ND 5PM-9PM
FRI., NOV. 3RD IOAM-9PM
SAT., NOM 4TH IOAM-5PM
AT
THE BOSTON COLLEGE
WILLIAM J. FLYNN RECREATION
CENTER

SHOW SPECIALS
$99.00 UNMOUNTED 190 CM SKIS
TYROLIA 480 $79.00

MEG
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HAYLEY
I gratulations.
Great job on the Pep Rally. ConLove, Vik, Pat,
Wayne 8 Dave.
Kristina,
This is the persanal I never sent
you. you
worth the
trouble. You mean nothing to me.
Don’t ou wish you did. Have a
nice l i t . -&an.

.

JULIE!!!
Cheer UP - I have some new
“toys” we can Play with tonight.
Remember. ‘’we’re to0 Young to
die!” Loveya! Yuko.
To the guy from
“America’s Town :”
When the sky precipitates.
I know it must be a special data.
The past 6 months have been
great.
For the next I cannot wait!
Laura

--

JEN
Good luck today1 Kick butt on your
examand showthemwhat you can
do at -11.
Hope you do wall.
Rene.

.

-*-
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SPONSORED BY
THE BOSTON COLLEGE SKI TEAM

~~~

Jan
I’d love to roll around in the leaves
with you. Anytime. Anywhere.
Any wa you name the place and
time. I’lbring the leaves. And me,
of course.
Love, Larry

I

th

SKI SALE

WOMEN’S SOCCER
SENIORS
Last a m on K-Field - so don’t
hold L k ! It‘s all a matter of
pride... TRASH ~ R I N ~ ! ! !

Dud-,
dudes, dudes...
What is with all these Dersonals to
ourselves? As Iwould’ say, ‘‘whatever...” Delta love, ‘Winkie”

i

signaturesnecessary for recognition.They will bepresentingtheir
application to the Senate shortly,
but do not plan toapply for funding at this time. The two said their
first meeting generated enthusiasm, although some prospective
members were evidently surprised
at the intentional informality of
the meeting.
“I was sick of people telling
me when I could and couldn’t
talk,” said sophomore Barbara
Walton, when asked why she was
attracted to TOOT. “There are
too many people here on campus
trying to make sure we don’t have
an organization for open thought.”
“They take their subject seriously without taking themselves too seriously -- it’s not an
overbearingor depressingatmosphere,” she said.

I

TO the Orange
Thank you somuchforeve
I don’t know what I w o u l ~ %
done without you. Sorry about
that emergency brake. Have a
in California! Love.

preyektime

Events
ZIONISM:

THEN AND

Tonight - Informal
NOW bcbre/Discussion by Micha Balf (Shaliach
fmm the Kibbutz Aliyah Desk)
Wed, NOV.1 730 Zamparelli Rm,
Campus Cb. Sponsored by the
Tufts Zionist Alliance (part if
T.I.N.)

Episcopalians (Anglican):
All Saint‘s Day Eucharist Nov. 1,
All faiths welcome.
. -.

Chapel.

TUFTS MOUNTAIN CLUB
MEET!ffi9pmLanei00Wed~ov.
1 Alaska presentation & Nominations!! Have you signed up for
work weekend yet?

I knew we could do it!

A big Graclaa (that’a
THANX)
to everyone who made turning
that unmentionableage
so easy and even FUN. Special
thanx to Debbie and Jen. Ilove you
guys. Carrie
Mlke and Meg:
I’m glad you guys are working together again. Now 1’11 be able to
read all the goofy personals you
send to each other.
Love, Larry

ECAC’s here we come! Think
Think about what you want to do to
those Bantams. Best of luck to the
Tufts Women’s Soccer team!

Birthdays
Jill Radaken,
Happy ZOth, honey. Finally! Only
one more year till we can do it up in
Boston You’re a reat chick even
if you are a baby. f n d Iwould catch
up if Icould!! Enjoy your Day. Love
always. Monique

HEY HEY MAMA (Anne),
HAPPY B-DAY. Sorry this is late.
Hope you had an awesome M a y Chinese food, surprise party
cake, TnT, etc. What would we dd
wlo them.
bless
You lammy.
Love Yuko.

For Sale
Airplane tickets for
Thanksgiving b m k :
Northwestern Airlines leavina

FI to TAMPA FLORIDA
over kanksgiving! Leaves Boston
WedNov22.8amandreturnesSun
Nov 26. 7pm. Call 391-9829 after
6:15pm and weekends or 3813468, 9:30-6:00 ask for Karen.
Kawasaki kz 400 and shoe1
helmet for sale
15k miles, good condition. Great
first bike, includes cover, $500.
Call Bill 776-0125, leave a message.

...

CATCH A BARGAIN
One paw 125W stereo speakers
for sale. Call 391-8506 and leave a
message.

FUTONS,
COVERS!!
FRAMES AND
Direct from factory with Free
Delivery. Full Cotlfoam futon 8
inches thick $119, full all cotton
$89. Guaranteed lowest prices. If
you can find a better deal- we will
beat it!!! Call 629-2339.
THE AUDIO CONNECTION
RETU R N,S!
For the 8th consecubve year, The
Audio Connection provides the
Tufts community unbelievable
savings on all major brands of new
stereo equipment Located right
on campus, we list complete systems and every conceivable component at discounts even better
than “sales” at local and New
York stores, all with full manufacturers USA warranties. Maxell
XLll tapes are $1.99 each in cases
of 9 and TDKs are in stock. Call
Otis at 666-9443 or Rich at 7763242 now for more information.
THE AUDIO CONNECTION!!!

Wanted
Market Discover Credit
Cards
on your cam s Flexible hours.
Earn as mucras $lQlhour. Only
ten positionsavailable. Call 1-800950-8472, ext. 3
Csrpenterlhandyman
Wanted for odd ‘obs in home near
Davis Square. dexible Hours. $6$7/hour. Call Lee. 626-6228

LOST
One SILVER earring -- sometime
last week between the campus
center and Wesse!l library. This was
a brand NEW present that I would
be incredibly grateful to have r e
turned! Call 6251945 if you hap
pened to have seen it Thanks!!!
E-HOUSE
Applicants dinner Tues 630. Come
by earlier for a lication. 21 Fairm n t 391-7817Tish crackers with
glasses are crunchy.

--

HI AGAIN. THE ZAMBONI
that new humor magazine you just
rbad and cackled at is wing to
make another one. Wanna write?
Please do! Also. raphics people we love you too. #!ease turn in submissions to the Student Activities
Office b Thanksgiving. Questions? Cai Josh 629-8520.
Earn $10,000 Next Summer1
Run a College Pro Painters franchise. Excellent business opportunity and experience. Avera manager earning in lgag was 8 0 , 0 0 0
for info call Mike Egan at 391-7366.
Can you Groove?
Can you Rock? Do you play bass or
drums? If you answered yes to
these questions. we want you fur e
funky-poprock originals and cove
band. Serious players only. Cal
Dave- 6251243
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Housing
Sprlng Sublet:
t2WhitmanRd. 1 bdrmavail.Jan1.
3 blocks away from campus. Hardwood floors, bath, kitchen.
ng. livin and dining room.
nonth. tall 623-6035. Javier

&%

Six 3 Bedroom Apts
bailable Immediately or 2nd senester. $870.00. Heat and water
ncluded in the rent. No fees.
rawly painted and renovated! 12
'earl St Medford. Call 396-8386
jays, 483-1045 eves, ask for eiher Herb or Armand.

edsclassified!.. Yassif iedsCla sif iedsclassifi AsClassifeds

*'SPRING SUBLET
AVAILABLE**
One large bedroom available in
three bedroom apt across the
street from campus near Fletcher
Field. Living Room. dining room,
kitchen, front and back porch,
washerldryer, and on street
parking. Price negotiable. Call
625-5553

3 Famik Homo
Prathrille east, -Chelsea: Hardwood floors: Antique Ceiling fans;
Modem Bath; Modem kitchen.
disposal, refrigerator; spacious
porch; parking one compact auto;
pff street parkin optional. On the
7" minutes to ioston, etc. $7501
month with heat.

"SPRING SUBLET"
Ideal location!
Across from
Fletcher Field. Have own study/
silting room. Washerldryer incl. in
4 bdrml2 bath house with 2
porches, TV. etc. Large room for
fernale! Call 6251823

oops. we mean sublet. Looking for
two female sublettors for Spring-

~

Amazing Sex
you can move in any time after 1st
semester. Two huge rooms in
newly renovated house right next
to campus. Rent negotiable. Call
666-4349

Available January 1st
Large one bdrm a p a e n t with
living room, pantry, kitchbn, and
bath. Clean and partly furnished.
Perfect for one or two people. 11
Emery St -right next to campus.
S62Ymonth obo. Call 396-6330

Sprlna Housing:
One bdrm avad. in spacious 4 bdrm
apt with great housemates. Living
and kining rm, bath, kitchen,
washerldryer. dishwasher. Room
has private entrance. skylight
Clean. auiet. oarkina avail. Move
in second 'samest& or earlier.
391-8506

I

Live Wlh The Jones'
Lor rent next semester- Room in a
0 bedroom apt. Located at Capen
St Extention and Curtis
[Winthrop). $320 wlout util., 1'11
pay housing lic. break fee ($200
Cne) Call 396-4871, R o n
I
RENT1
? bedroom apt, close to Tufts. On
najor bus routes. Beautiful hardHood floors and porch. $693
nonth- available November. Call
566-2254

Services

Housing
One bdrm available in 3 Wrm
apartment on Boston Ave for
spring semester. Room is fully
furnished and apartment is 5 minutes from campus. Call 396-7538
and ask for details.

I

'Down and Def'
DJ Dennis G. supplies your party
needs with the best dance music,
featuring NY House, UK College,
and 12" Miami Bass. For the complete experience, call Dennis G. at
623-9690

'SPRING SUBLET'
One female wanted for huge,
sunny 2 bdrm apt. Available JanJune. Great price for civilized Iiving. Call Lisa or Clover: 391-8426

2 Bdrm Apl for Rent
Second floor Kitchen, Living
!oom. Dining, off St. parking,
Jose to Tufts, near T. $800.00 w/
Jtilities. Call Ray 729-3970

I

WORD PROCESSING
EDITINGTAPE TRANSCRIPTION
625-2489
COLLEGE ROOM
CLEANING SERVICE
924-5439

'SPRING SUBLET*
Looking for one female subletter
to live in 3 b d n apt. Living room,
full kitchen, and bathroom. One
dock from campus. Please call for
details. Pam 628-5746

SPRING HOUSING
AVAILABLE!
Flexible price, excellent condition,
30 seconds fmm campus. Call
523-7955.
I
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Calvin and Hobbes

a

WELL, WUEN You
KNW RS MUCH
AS
IT
MINOI~?.
iMESNT TAKE PS
LONG M\NE T W SEE.
ABWT \5 MINUTES.

r ,m,

LASER PRINTED RESUMES
3 days or less. on campus. Call
Brad 666-5202.

word' Processing ~ e r v i c s
Quick Turnaround; Laser Printer;
Reasonable Rates, Deliver and
Pickup on Campus. Leave message during day or call after 4pm.
387-2287

CALLIGRAPHY
For certificates. name tags, place
cards, invitations etc. You pay
half the going rate fur professional- quality service1 Call Linda
at 629-9557, any time.
Students are I n v h d
to DROP IN at Vice President
Rotberg's Office, 3rd Floor Ballou
Hall, Mon evenings at 6:30pm.
NUTRITION COUNSELING
Professional nutritionalist specializing in the treatment of eating
disorders and weight management- anorexia. bulimia, compulsive overeating, weight loss,
weight gain. Back Bay Boston,
near Copley Square. 262-7111
Lowest Student Fares
"Thanksgiving Break" "Winter
Break" "Sanity Break" For all
your breaks TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (617) 527-5909
(Newton) or call Ken at TUFTS
666-8725.
TypinglWord Processing
call e.p. word processing for your
typing needs: resumes. papers,
letters, tape transcription,
theses. Within a mile of Tufts.
Laser printer. Call Ellen at 4883901.
Word Processing
$2.00 per page double-spacedl
$2.50 per page single spaced. Free
pickup and delivery at Campus
Center. Call Pat 492-2744

Intematlonal Studenta:
What about after
raduation?
Come to Options A&r Graduation Workshop to have questions
answered about employment.
practical training, job search
strategies. H-l visas and more.
Fri. Nov3.3pm in Zamparelli Room,
Campus Center. Sponsored by
International Center and Career
Planning Center.
CMT WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES 628-5439
Typing of term papers, theses.
resumes. cover letters. personalized letters. manuscripts, and
tape transcription on an IBM
Computer. Printed out letter quality. $2.00 Ids. page. 24-hour service available. Call Char anytime at
628-5439

I GUESS YOU

BE SmNG

"

BRE:TIE

THEGRADE CURIE

BIG BUG

77//S TIME, SUSIE!
READ IT RND

SCOURGE

WUP.

NOTE TWE
PRoFESSkONK
CLEAR PWST\C

TYPING OR WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE
395-5921
Student Papers,, Theses. Grad
School ADDlicabons. Graduate/
Facul Prbiects Ta. Transcrip
tion, !esumes. ' MuGIe Letters,
etc on IBM. Reasonable Rates.
Serving Tufts students and faculty for ten years. Five minutes
from Tufts. CALL 395-5921. ASK
FORFRAN

"'RESUMES"'
LASER TYPESET $15.00
395-5921
Impressive Laser Typeset Resumes With Semester-Long Computer Storap. One,Day Service
Available. ive Minutes From
Tufts.

THE PROCESSED WORD
395-7850
Professional and confidential
word processing service offering
resumes, cover letters. tape
transcription, theses. dissertations, term papers, laser printing,
public FAX, photocopies, pickup
and delivery. mailboxes and mail
forwarding, MCNISA accepted.
Conveniently located in Medford
Square at 15 Forest Street Call
Janice at 395-7850

~~~

Also. Word Processingand Ty ing
Services. Student Papers, grad
School Applications. Theses. Multiple Letteis, Tapes Transcribed,
Laser Printin
etc. CALL
FRANCES ANdiME - 395-5921

Quote of the Day

by Bill Watterson
WONT

"'EARS FOR PEERS"'
A confidential, anonymous peer
support hotline. 7 days a week.
7pm to 7am. Call 381-3888
"'EARS FOR ,PEERS"'
A student-run hotline which is
completely confidential and
anonymous.Call us if you have any
concerns about life. school,
friends, personal problems, or
anything else. We're here to listen-no problem is too big or too
small. 381-3888

WORDCARE
Top quality word processing with
careful attention to detail. Broad
experience in Arts, Humanities.
Business. Political Science.
M.A.L.D. experience. Foreign languages. Tape transcription. Laser
printing. Desktop publishing. Calls
accepted gam-9pm Mon-Sat By
appointment only. 628-8762

~~~

LASER SOUND
provides the DJ to bring life to
your next party. Compact disks
and massive amplifiers get you
dancing to all types of music, lighting also available. Contact Jim at
489-2142

I

"I believe we're on an irreversible
trend toward more freedom and democracy, but that could change.''

B R T h

ARENT

BINDER.

OF THE
. SWES:'

-- Dan Quayle
The Crafts House

This week is still Dan Quayle week.

Subscriptions
Doonesbury

BYGARRYTRUDEAU

Hundredsof parents and alumni now receive each weeks issues mailed
home in a convenient weekly package.

I
NAMF
ADDRESS
CITY

STAT-

Z

i

D

Tuffs Daily
P.O. Box 18
Enclose check made out to The Tufts Daily. Subscription
Medford, MA Dept.
02153

$25 through 6/90.

The Daily Commuter Puzzle

JEFFREY
MARTIAN
JEFFREY'5 Loci:

WE AFTERMATH

by Dave Gold
BUTCfl, JUVENILE
DELINQUENX GET5 gLKTED
FOR fUMPKlN

C.MASIIIN6

IN FRONT OF T I I E
PEN 'TIST 'S OFF IC E

PUPlPKlN F R A G M E N T S
A e E EVEPYWHERE, NOf
fRESUMARlY SMASYEb BY
lll6 PEOPLE MI0 50
D I L I G F N T L Y CARVEb llIEA4

CLASS1FlED
INFORMATION
All Tufts students must submit classifieds
i person, prepaid, in cash. All classifieds
lust be submitted by 3 pm the day before
ublication. All classifieds submitted by mail
lust be accompanied by a check. No classieds may be submitted over the phone. Noces and Lost and Founds are free and run
nly on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Notices
re limited to two per university organization
ler week and must be written on Daily forms
nd submitted in person. Notices cannot be
sed to sell merchandise or advertise major
vents. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any
amages due to typographicalerrors or misrintings except the cost of the insertion,
rhich is fully refundable.

For more information,
call 381-3090.
Monday
Friday 9arn-6pm
and Sunday 1pm6pm.
Miller Hall, Rear Entrance,
Medford MA 02155

-

THAT SCRAMBLEDWORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Bob Lee
Unscramblethese lour Jumbles,
one letter to each square, to form
four ordlnaly words.

WHAT YOU CAN'T

MAKE ON A
SLOW HORSE.

Now arrange the circled letters to
form the surprise answer, as sug
QeStedby the above catloon.

ACROSS
1 Climbing plant
5 Prelim races
10 Snakes
14 Rainbow
15 Vlntage song
16 Sour pickle
17 VT clty
19 Margarine
20 Close to
21 Journey
23 Large tub
24 Throw
27 Fishing net
29 NJ city
32 Explosive
breaths
35 Buzzer
36 Icy
38 Wiping cloth
39 Attestation of
truth
41 irrigate
43 Back of the
neck
44 Discarded
metal
46 Tire type
48 Disencumber
49 Coasts
51 Revolved
53 Slants
55 NV city
56 Pinch
58 Pilaf base
60 Clothing
63 Experts
65 Georgla
69 Punch
70 Follow
71 Essayist
72 Against
73 Unbending
74 Sharp glance

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Energy
Golf club

IX
Landed

5 goperty
ardening tool

6 Building wing

I

Yesterday's 'Jurnbles: COVEY MANGE KIDNAP VIRTUE
Answer: He marfled her for her looks but not thisTHE KIND SHE OFTEN G A ~ EHIM

7 Mine passage
8 Rows of seats
9 set of Tv
programs

.-

11101189

01989 Tribune Media Setvices. Inc.
All Rights Reserved

I O Excitement
11 Eating
implements
12 Appeal
13 Groove
18 Tine
22 Liquld
measure
25 Boil slowly
26
energy
28 Mldday
29 Instruct
30 Review of
past events
31 Saltpeter
33 Lukewarm
34 Vehicle
35 Foreman
37 Interior layout
40 Listen!
42 Price
45 Equal
47 Trousers
50 Steals
52 Sounded a
horn
54 Odor

-

56 US space
57 progyam
Religious

Image
59 Facility
61 Festlval

62 Agitate
64 Snow
gllder
66 Mongrel dog
67 Blddy

68 Dine
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